
THESE STATEMENTS ARE FROM EACH OF THE POST-ITS 
ON THE LAND-USE DECISION SUPPORT WORKSHOP 
BREAKOUT THREE PATHWAY OR FLOW CHART.

Centre for Natural Hazards Research, SFU Downtown 
Campus, September 17, 2010.
“bubble” refers to a comment post-it.

The four major headings represent the heading of the pathway segment tackled 
by a breakout group.

Numbering follows the sequence of post-its from top to bottom in the left most 
column and progressively column by column to the right in the pathway. 

Under each major heading the primary number of the list represents the column 
number; each sub-number represents a post-it in that column. Example 2.2 is the 
second post it in the second column of post-its. Further sub-numbers represent 
ordering made on the individual post-it.

The general layout of the pathways poster can be found in the pictures of the 
pathways poster of Breakout 3 contained in the graphic recording report by Lisa 
Arora.

Transcribed by Bert Struik.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Establish pre-development proposal tools and 
mechanisms

Bubble 1

pre: data to be captured that is needed after project

1. Research and Background
1. Identify and address liability concerns when:

1. for individuals
2. for communities

make recommendations
2. Understand legislative requirements, Best management practices



3. Develop a compendium of case studies to illustrate best practices 
(include case studies within the proposal ”Guide”)

4. Provide a lexicon of definitions for common understanding on website 
(and abbreviations)

5. Clarify and define roles and responsibilities in planning, development and 
emergency management, and others

2. Establish Risk Tolerance
1. Establish “Risk Tolerance” threshold

1. Include public opportunities
1. consultations
2. input / feedback

2. Develop what the “level of safety” / risk threshold is
1. must be adopted by the community
2. develop policy around this

Bubble 2
“Liability Immunity” by law for past oversight over climate change 
issues

3. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (HVRA)

1. Conduct multi-stakeholder HRVA

1. Product

1. Mapping

2. Plan

3. Priorities

2. Approach

1. standard methodologies ranking

3. Resources

1. stakeholders

2. money

3. time

4. Regional Review and Update

5. Define Risk and provide standard for risk assessment process / 
guidelines

2. An in-depth Regional hazard, risk and vulnerability

3. Develop Comprehensive Hazard Mapping – Local and Provincial

1. Flooding

2. Earthquakes

3. Landslides

4. Fire

5. Tsunami



4. Communications and Education [spans all components of tools and 
mechanisms]

1. Create a strategic, proactive timely communications plan to advise 
critical audiences of process and its implications

2. Engage public 

1. Public consultations ?

2. Council Presentations on concept ?

3. Educate staff re: purpose, content and application of HRVA results (sic)

4. Provide public education to inform re: risks.

5. Make sure people are trained to understand reports and know what the 
implications of their assessments are.

6. Make use of “new media” to get information out and response back.

7. Website to disseminate information 

1. GIS Mapping

5. Regulatory Guidelines

1. Develop policies and by-laws for new and existing developments 
incorporating HRVA results into OCP (Official Community Plan)

1. incorporate considerations of regional growth plan

2. Establish policy framework

1. OCP that includes HRVA information

2. Zoning

3. Development Permit Areas

4. Provincial guidelines, standards and regulatory requirements

1. Establish policy process

3. Ensure compatibility and cross-referencing of all policies and plans

1. Establish tool checklist that ensures this process is triggered

4. Development / Emergency Management

1. Connection to regional growth strategies, sustainability, climate 
change, etc...

6. Tool Kits

1. Develop guidelines to evaluate development proposals

1. Ensure multi-department involvement in evaluation process

2. Include public consultation 

3. Conduct site  specific investigations as required

2. Modeling tools for impact of development



3. Establish terms of reference for products and services commissioned 
from consultant to make them understandable and usable.

4. Develop checklist for planner when development proposed:

1. roles involved

2. bylaws triggered

3. codes

4. public consultation

5. etc...

5. Develop / provide checklist for developers listing what is necessary for 
development approval

1. reports

2. documents

3. assessments

4. etc

6. Outline proposal process and requirements for multiple areas of 
expertise to engage within you  municipality and provide cross-training 
between Planners and emergency managers

Receive the Development Proposal
1. Column One

1. Is the application form complete?

2. Initiate checklist / tracking for application

1. internal department

2. external agencies

2. Column Two (can go to 3.1)

1. Conduct a land-use review

2. Identify gaps in applications

3. Conduct a review of application based on the development approvals 
bylaw

3. Column Three

1. Conduct a review based on hazard mapping areas / hazard risk 
assessment / OCP – DP areas

2. Co-ordinate and identify all information / comments received from 
referrals.

3. Establish context and report back to developers

1. common languages



2. DFO, MoE, MoTI, private water providers

4. Conduct an internal / external referral process based on checklist

1. ORR

2. Evac routes

4. Column Four

1. Impact on response plans / capabilities

2. How project fits within communication strategy

5. Column Five

1. Consistent integrated review by stakeholders, including emergency 
managers

Bubble 1: go beyond “conterize” management to create opportunity for 
more integrative solutions.

6. Column Six

1. Provide input to decision makers in a comprehensive way that shows 
how input (engineering, environmental, social) has been incorporated 
and evaluated. ie:Remove the black box that follows the reams of 
“professional studies and opinions”

1. Include cumulative impacts

7. Column Seven

1. Completed analysis which would be forwarded to applicant if he wishes 
t0 proceed to evaluation stage – which could / would include changes to 
the proposal the report to Director of Planning for evaluation / options to 
decision makers.

Evaluate Development Proposal and Make Decision
1. Column One

1. Assume: meets Engineering Standards

2. Column Two

1. Read / Apply OCP (Official Community Plan)

3. Column Three

1. Check Zoning

4. Column Four

1. Perform HVRA

5. Column Five

1. Educate Public



The following were in a feedback loop between “Educate Public” and 
“Consider mitigation”

1. Riparian Zone

2. Road design

3. New hazards due to development (runoff)

4. Fire break

5. Building construction material

2. Consider mitigation alternatives and techniques

3. Identify hazards

4. Involve subject matter experts (SMEs)

6.  Column Six

1. Evaluate impacts and risks

bubble 1: Example: be clear about what fire source mean? What has 
been checked? success? wildfire hazard? fire safe materials? make it 
clear what has been considered in the decision making process.

7. Column Seven

1. Create residential task force

2. Consider cost-benefits Equity

bubble 2: Opportunity and “making things happen” only appears when 
we don't assume “development” as usual

8. Column Eight

1. Solicit Public Input

2. Make recommendations to decision makers 

9. Column Nine

1. Ask for more information

10.  Column Ten

1. Decision makers decide

2. Reconsider the project

3. go back to square one

bubble 3: Critical to have good collaboration between the decision 
makers to help ensure that individual decisions are (?) taken together 
resulting in good outcomes and not ones that could have been avoided.

bubble 4: Decision making needs to be integrated. Professionals, public 
and all need to have input

bubble 5: For the evaluation of the decision it must be clear what criteria 
has [been] used to make the decision. 



Monitor and Evaluate Decision
1. Column One

1. Hazard and resilience evaluation process

2. Establish procedure o handle situations where:

1. there's pre-existing risk

2. how to handle existing structures / infrastructure that are in the wrong 
place

3. establish spheres of liabilities

3. Verify Review HRVA

1. deficiency?

2. has it changed as a result of the project?

bubble 1: Time element to evaluation – hazard on the landscape 
changes over time, Legislation and permitting requirements also 
change over time.

4. Resilience value per dollar invested?

2. Column Two

1. Retrospective evaluation for purpose of learning and operational 
improvement

2. A procedure or process to rationalize previous land-use decisions

3. Have to start with an adopted risk criteria to monitor against

4. Criteria 

1. Decision meet existing standards?

2. Environmental risk tolerance up slope down slope

3. Column 3

1. Commission hazard overview review based on new information

1. Review OCPs and DPAs

2. Review decision criteria – previous and current

bubble 2: were all hazards incorporated?

4. Column Four

1. Is there a process where our tools / guidelines / standards can be 
continuously reviewed and updated?

1. with short time frame to respond to issues identified.

2. Federal and Provincial and Local government hazard overview mapping 
needs to be up dated and then the OCP land-use designations need to be 



evaluated

1. OCP review updated

2. Opportunity: Prov. government can amend legislation to require local 
government to base DP to be based on hazard mapping.

3. Prov. could establish a density transfer bank to reduce development 
within hazards.

3. Who were stakeholders correct?

bubble 3: were all actors included?

bubble 4: were all knowledge holders involved? first nations, emergency 
managers, community

5. Column Five

1. Format for guide: Chapters for different types of hazards

bubble 5: Question: What good is monitoring if local government does 
not have jurisdiction to require action?

2. Did we consider alternatives?

3. Are there any new hazard / risk reports generated since the decision?

4. Checklist of simple clear questions

5. Integrated evaluation team

6. Column Six

1. Limited opportunities for monitoring of given development under the 
provincial legislation

1. Idea: Adopt provincial legislation that requires retrofitting of 
development at time of sale.

7. Column Seven

1. Who feeds info back to the planners? and what is the process?

2. Section 56 of the community charter requires building inspectors to call 
for site specific geotechnical reports at time of building permit if a 
potential hazards is identified. This can address changes in hazards on 
the landscape in an existing parcel.

3. is a covenant required to ensure ongoing attention to issues?

4. On budget? On schedule? if not why not?

5. Incident data capture

1. building

2. site

3. neighbourhood

4. community



6. Notify impacted stakeholders: if you find issues related to their plans.

8. Column Eight

1. Have exterior conditions changed that impacts the site or vice versa? ie: 
surrounding area

2. Develop maintenance schedule required for key components

1. drainage inspections

2. foundations

3. retaining wall

4. etc...

3. Trigger as to when LUPs use current standards versus old ones

4. Verify plans used to ensure whatever amendment is required

1. Ensure that if risk has increased as a result of the project it is 
captured in emergency plans ie: evacuation plan.

2. verify network of pathways

bubble 6: Tools – provincial database use ICIS software input data * 
evaluate

9. Column Nine

1. Is there a need to develop new policies / standards? or methods of 
assessment

2. Conduct joint exercises

3. Create opportunities for knowledge exchange between departments, 
local government, provincial agencies, the public


